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Goal: Given dynamical systems parameterized by c ∈ C, connect
features of the dynamics to features of the parameter space C and
to other areas of math.

Example: The Mandlebrot set, as follows:



Mandlebrot set
Let pc(z) = z2 + c . This single map is a dynamical system
parameterized by c .

For each c ∈ C, pc acts on C; define the filled Julia set

Kc = {z ∈ C | the sequence n 7→ pn
c (z) is bounded}



Mandlebrot set
For each c ∈ C, we get a filled Julia set Kc ⊆ C. We define:

M = {c ∈ C |Kc is connected}
M0 = {c ∈ C | 0 ∈ Kc}.

Fact: these sets are the same; the Mandlebrot set:



Mandlebrot set

That M = M0 is reflected in the fact that Kc is either

I connected and contains 0

I neither (it turns out to be a Cantor set).



Mandlebrot set
Mandlebrot = M = M0 is:

I Compact
I Connected
I Simply connected (the complement has a single component)
I (conjectured) Locally connected

(end of Mandlebrot example)



Our dynamical systems of interest are iterated function systems:

Iterated function systems (IFS):
Let f1, · · · , fn : X → X , where X is a complete metric space, and
all fi are contractions. Then {f1, . . . , fn} is an iterated function
system. We are interested in the semigroup generated by the fi .
There is a unique invariant compact set Λ, the limit set of the IFS.
(“Invariant” here means that Λ =

⋃n
i=1 fiΛ).

(pictures from Wikipedia)



Parameterized IFS
For c ∈ C with |c | < 1, consider the IFS generated by the dilations

I fc(z) = cz − 1; (centered at αf = −1/(1− c))

I gc(z) = cz + 1; (centered at αg = 1/(1− c))

The limit set Λc will have symmetry around (αf + αg )/2 = 0

Note Λc = fcΛc ∪ gcΛc ; we draw these sets in blue and yellow.



How to compute Λc

There are two simple ways to construct Λc . Let Gn be all words of
length n in fc , gc .

Method 1: Let p be any point in Λc (for example the fixed point of
fc , i.e. −1/(1− c)). Then

Λc =
⋃
n

Gnp



How to compute Λc

Method 2: Let D be a disk at 0 which is sent inside itself under fc
and gc . Let

GnD =
⋃
u∈Gn

uD

Then for any n, we have Λc ⊆ GnD, and

Λc =
⋂
n≥0

GnD



Λc

D:



Λc

D is sent inside itself under fc and gc :



Λc

G1D, i.e. fcD ∪ gcD:

Here 0 = fc , 1 = gc



Λc

G2D, i.e. fc fcD ∪ fcgcD ∪ gc fcD ∪ gcgcD:



Λc

G3D:



Λc

G4D:



Λc

G8D:



Λc

G12D:



Λc

Consider GnD (here G3D). The limit set Λc is a union of copies of
Λc , one in each disk in GnD:



Parameterized IFS

The parameter space for the IFS {fc , gc} is the open unit disk D.
We define:

M = {c ∈ D |Λc is connected}
M0 = {c ∈ D | 0 ∈ Λc}

Lemma
M0 (M.

Note the distinction with the Mandlebrot set; sets M and M0 are
different.

Lemma (Bandt)
c ∈M⇔ Λc connected

⇔ Λc is path connected

⇔ fcΛc ∩ gcΛc 6= ∅



M0 (M

c = 0.22 + 0.66i is in M but not M0.



Here is M:



Here is M0:



Sets M and M0 together:



Set M
Set M has many interesting features:



Holes
Apparent holes in M are caused by fcΛc and gcΛc interlocking but
not touching.

(zoomed picture of Λc)



Sets M and M0



(fun with schottky)



History

Barnsley and Harrington (1985) defined sets M and M0 and
noted apparent holes in M

Bousch 1988 Sets M and M0 are connected and locally
connected

Odlyzko and Poonen 1993 Zeros of {0, 1} polynomials (related to
M0) is connected and path connected

Bandt 2002 Proved a hole in M, conjectured that the interior of
M is dense away from the real axis

Solomyak and Xu 2003 Proved that the interior is dense in a
neighborhood of the imaginary axis

Solomyak (several papers) proved interesting properties of M
and M0, including a self-similarity result.

Thurston 2013 Studied entropies of postcritically finite quadratic
maps and produced a picture which, inside the unit
disk, appears to be M0.

Tiozzo 2013 Proved Thurston’s set is M0 (inside the unit disk).



Results

Theorem
There is an algorithm to certify that a point lies in the interior of
M
(and consequently to certify holes in M; this is a very different
method than Bandt’s certification of a hole)

Theorem (Bandt’s Conjecture)

The interior of M is dense in M away from the real axis.

Theorem
There is an infinite spiral of holes in M around the point
ω ≈ 0.371859 + 0.519411i .

There are many infinite spirals of holes, and our method should
work for any of them; we just happened to do it for ω.



Properties of Λc

Recall:

Lemma (Bousch)

c ∈M (Λc is connected) ⇔ fcΛc ∩ gcΛc 6= ∅.

We prove:

Lemma (The short hop lemma - CKW)

If d(fcΛc , gcΛc) = δ, then for any two points p, q ∈ Λc , there is a
sequence of points p = s0, s1, . . . , sk = q such that si ∈ Λc and
d(si , si+1) ≤ δ.
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The short hop lemma
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Traps

Theorem
There is an algorithm to certify that a point lies in the interior of
M

We’ll show there is an easy-to-check condition which certifies that
fcΛc ∩ gcΛc 6= ∅, and thus that Λc is connected, and this
condition is open.

This certificate is called a trap.



Traps
Suppose that fcΛc and gcΛc cross “transversely”:

Note that any coarse paths p1 → p2 and q1 → q2 must cross.



Traps
I Suppose that fcΛc and gcΛc cross transversely and that

d(fcΛc , gcΛc) = δ.
I By lemma, there are short hop paths p1 → p2 in fcΛc and

q1 → q2 in gcΛc , and these paths have gaps ≤ δ.
I The paths cross, so there is a pair of points, one in fcΛ and

one in gcΛc , with distance < δ. A contradiction unless δ = 0.



Traps

Note the existence of a trap is an open condition, so it certifies a
parameter c as being in the interior of set M.



Trap loops

Since a trap is an open condition, each trap certifies a small ball as
being in M. Using careful estimates, we can surround an apparent
hole with these balls to rigorously certify it:



Bandt’s conjecture

Theorem (Bandt’s Conjecture)

The interior of M is dense in M away from the real axis.

The problem splits into cases:

1. We classify the c for which Λc is convex, and show these are
in the interior of M.

2. If Λc is not convex, then we show there is an arbitrarily small
perturbation in c which produces a trap.



Bandt’s conjecture

Theorem (Bandt’s Conjecture)

The interior of M is dense in M away from the real axis.

The problem splits into cases:

1. We classify the c for which Λc is convex, and show these are
in the interior of M.

2. If Λc is not convex, then we show there is an arbitrarily small
perturbation in c which produces a trap.



Convex limit sets
The c for which Λc is convex are exactly those of the form
c = re iπp/q where 2−1/q ≤ r < 1 (red spikes).

A general IFS fact implies that the exterior of the yellow circle lies in the

interior of M. So the convex Λc are in the interior of M.



Pictures of convex Λc

Here are Λc for c = 2−1/qe iπ1/q for q = 2, 3, 4, 5. (Note the
program draws fcΛc (blue) last, so part of gcΛc is hidden).



Nonconvex Λc

Suppose Λc is not convex but is connected. Then fcΛc ∩ gcΛc 6= ∅.

Zoom in on the point of intersection...



Traps
Because Λc is self-similar, near the point of intersection, we will
find two copies of Λc in fcΛc and gcΛc , respectively

These sets are obviously transverse, giving a trap. If they are not,
a very small perturbation makes them transverse (remember this is
a zoomed in picture).



Bandt’s conjecture

So anywhere on the red spikes is in the interior of M.

Anywhere off the red spikes is nonconvex and is in the closure of
the interior of M.



The real axis

The interior is not dense on the real axis when |c| < 1/
√

2, but
there are some points on the real axis in the closure of the interior
of M. The first point in the closure is approximately 0.668476
(first due to Shmerkin-Solomyak).

The black points are in the closure of the interior; this interval
shows [0.668, 0.67].

Set M0 has a similar phenomenon, here [0.67, 0.73]



Infinitely many spiraling holes
There are many places in M at which holes apparently spiral



Spiraling holes

Theorem
Let ω ≈ 0.371859 + 0.519411i be the root of the polynomial
1− 2x + 2x2 − 2x5 + 2x8.

1. There are points in the complement of M arbitrarily close to
ω

2. There are infinitely many rings of concentric loops in the
interior of M which nest down to the point ω.

Thus, M contains infinitely many holes which accumulate at the
point ω.



Spiraling holes
Sketch of proof part 3: given ε, we show there are traps which
exist for c of the form ω + εωn for all sufficiently large n. Then we
produce a loop of overlapping balls of traps of this kind.

Remark: we don’t know this loop is in the interior of M, but we
do know all sufficiently large iterates under x 7→ ω(x − ω) + ω are.



Spiraling holes
The spiral towards ω and set M0:



More pictures!


